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Sydney Allen has a dream. To dance one day on Broadway, and be a star. She's moved to New York, and with her best friends Portia and Trish at her side, her dream is destined to be a reality. That is until
she meets the Executive Producer of her show--Nolen Adams. A Wall Street Investment banker who's playboy ways are notorious among the Big Apple's socialites. His lust and desires for Sydney are at first
spurned. She will never be a casting couch bunny. Nolen Adams doesn't take well to rejection. He's a man who always gets who and what he wants. Despite her efforts to achieve her chance at stardom
through handwork and discipline, she is forced to address the admiration of her Producer. His pursuit of her sets Sydney and her friends on a collision path of pain, heartache, and self-discovery that will
forever change their friendship. Every bond between friends and new lovers are put to the test when lies and deceit overshadow the best of intentions. And Sydney soon learns the price of fame can
ultimately be the cost of one's heart.

Ruthless.... Cold hearted.... Sworn to revenge... La donna nera è il capo... The capu di tutti capi has fallen by an assassins' bullet and if he does recover no one believes he will be the same. The doctors tell
Mirabella to prepare for the worst. His capu's warn her to prepare for war. The Italian authorities want her to turn over his criminal organization for amnesty for the reward of safe passage with her
children back to America. After five years of living in the shadow of as his life as his Mafia bride she only one choice. Defy them all and enter her husband's world to save him. With his life in the balance
Donna Mirabella Battaglia claims power over the most ruthless Camorra crime family in Southern Italy. And many are not happy about it. She takes a new vow the darkest one every shared in a marriage.
Destroy them all by any means necessary and save his life. Truths, buried for generations surface. The assassin who pulled the trigger is named. Her world spirals out of control as men both powerful and
deadly try to seduce and break her. Ruthless... Cold hearted... Sworn to revenge... La Donna Nera will fight for her family and their empire to the bitter end.

The prettiest girls, the prettiest dresses, and plenty of fun at the prom--sparks fly as Betty & Veronica work to protect their friendship despite their rivalry over their mutual boyfriend Archie! This graphic
novel collection contains all the ingredients of Archie's perennial bestselling comic stories. This fun full-color graphic novel anthology of favorite comic stories captures the magic of the high school prom
and celebrates the powerful and constantly-tested friendship between Betty, everybody's favorite girl next door, and Veronica, Riverdale High's richest and classiest student.

Victor. No last name. Totally mysterious. He doesn't talk. He's insanely hot. And now...I'm supposed to be spending every Thursday with him??? When my dad asked me to tutor the son of an important
business associate, I thought I was agreeing to teach a little kid. Victor's definitely not a kid. In fact, it's hard to believe we're even the same age. He's way more powerful than any boy I've ever met. Also,
way more intense. He stares at me in this weird way. It almost feels like obsession. But there's no way he could be attracted to me like I'm attracted to him. I'm just an overweight nerd with secret dreams
I've never dared to tell anyone. Until him. I tell him all of my secrets. But will I be able to handle it when I find out all of his?

The opposite of love isn't hate. It's Victor. My boyfriend's back. But not like before. He used to be a mafia prince. Now he's a king. Dark, cruel, and commanding. My father destroyed him, and the payback
price for that is ten years of ownership. "Ownership? Ownership of what? What could I possibly have that you want?" I asked him when I was still innocent. His smile was so malicious as he answered,
"You." Then he presented me with a shackle disguised as a wedding ring. So I'm his prisoner now. Can I survive his marriage sentence? Can my heart?

You've never met an ex like Victor... DAWN: Three dates with the monster. That's the price he's demanding for my freedom. With a growing secret inside my womb, I have no choice but to accept his deal.
But can I tangle with the silent beast without losing myself again? VICTOR: She's escaped, and I'm undone. A crime lord brought down by one woman. They're saying that I must let her go. That I'll never be
able to win her back. She says that too. But failure is not an option. Losing her will destroy any humanity I have left. She's my addiction. My only weakness. The woman I chose over everything else. Three
dates. If that's all I have to prove I'm the man she belongs with, then I'd better make them count.

Affective Health and Masculinities in South Africa explores how different masculinities modulate substance use, interpersonal violence, suicidality, and AIDS as well as recovery cross-culturally. With a focus
on three male protagonists living in very distinct urban areas of Cape Town, this comparative ethnography shows that men’s struggles to become invulnerable increase vulnerability. Through an analysis
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of masculinities as social assemblages, the study shows how affective health problems are tied to modern individualism rather than African ‘tradition’ that has become a cliché in Eurocentric gender
studies. Affective health is conceptualized as a balancing act between autonomy and connectivity that after colonialism and apartheid has become compromised through the imperative of self-reliance. This
book provides a rare perspective on young men’s vulnerability in everyday life that may affect the reader and spark discussion about how masculinities in relationships shape physical and psychological
health. Moreover, it shows how men change in the face of distress in ways that may look different than global health and gender-transformative approaches envision. Thick descriptions of actual events
over the life course make the study accessible to both graduate and undergraduate students in the social sciences. Contributing to current debates on mental health and masculinity, this volume will be of
interest to scholars from various disciplines including anthropology, gender studies, African studies, psychology, and global health.
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